
URBAN CITY STRATEGY
The reflection site includes 14 min-
ing communities of the former min-
ing basin of Nord-Pas de Calais 
in the heart of the Communauté 
d’Agglomération La Porte du Hain-
aut, west of Valenciennes. 
This territory alternates urbanized 
spaces scattered in a rural and natu-
ral landscape marked by two centu-
ries of coal mining. 

In 2012, the Nord Pas de Calais Min-
ing Basin was recognized and listed 
by UNESCO as a “living, evolving 
cultural landscape”, a testimony to 
the way in which man has shaped 
his environment by exploiting an 
underground natural resource since 
the beginning of the 18th century: 
coal. 
Despite significant socio-economic 
and environmental damage, this 
densely inhabited area has also 
managed to preserve the assets of 
its renewal: its memory, the bonds 
of solidarity typical of mining culture, 
as well as its built heritage, its land-
scape assets and its environmental 
capital (forest, wetlands, hydrogra-
phy).

In line with the policy of urban re-
newal in the mining industry, which 
is reflected in the renovation of min-
ing housing and the requalification 
of public spaces, since 2016 the Ag-
glomeration has been engaged in a 
participative and shared approach 
to reclaim the territory, supported by 
programs to revitalize the economy 
and promote social cohesion.

SITE DEFINITION
The four project sites are located 
along a potentially structuring itin-
erary. The sites have different ur-
ban and landscape characteristics 
and offer several opportunities for 
transformation: two of them require 
reflection on “alternative” types of 
housing to current real estate prod-
ucts, while the other two involve the 
innovative design of public spaces 
and facilities. These sites have the 
advantage of being mutable in the 
short term, since they have already 
been the subject of reflection on the 
opportunities for their evolution and 
are either publicly owned or in the 
process of being acquired.

E16 LIVING CITIES  

LA PORTE 
DU HAINAUT 
France
SCALE: L, M, S (territorial, urban and 
architectural scale)
TEAM REPRESENTATIVE: urbanist, 
landscape architect, architect (team to be 
completed by other skills if necessary)
SITE TOPIC : Revitalization / transform-
ing from the infrastructures 
LOCATION: Communauté 
d’agglomération de La Porte du Hainaut 
(59), Hauts-de-France 
POPULATION: Communauté 
d’agglomération de La Porte du Hainaut: 
158 789 habitants
STUDY SITE: 14 CAPH mining com-
munities
PROJECT SITES: multi-site (Escautpont 
: 3,8 ha + Raismes : 60,6 ha + Wallers : 
4,9 ha + Escaudin-Lourches : 27,5 ha)

The mining vine, an inclusive 
organic heritage

PONT-AVEN

LORIENT

QUIMPER

SITE PROPOSED BY: Communauté d’Agglomération La Porte du Hainaut
ACTORS INVOLVED: Communauté d’Agglomération La Porte du Hainaut, 
CAUE du Nord, Mission Bassin Minier, landlords Maisons&Cités et SIA
OWNER(S) OF THE SITES: public actors
COMMISION AFTER COMPETITION: urban studies in collaboration with 
the Cities and theCommunauté d’Agglomération, architectural contracts. 

The mining trellis

The Arenberg mining center in Wallers

The Goriaux pond (subsidence pond) in Raismes

Urban context of the 
CAPH

Study site 
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AND CONNECTED METABO-
LISM AND INCUSIVITY?

The living city is represented here 
by the “mining vine”. This is a con-
cept, an image-guide forged by 
the Mission Bassin Minier to re-
think and recompose this territory 
on the basis of its historical, urban 
and landscape realities, in order to 
revive its attractiveness and bring 
a better life to its inhabitants. Po-
tentially made up of places (mining 
towns, headframes, former mining 
buildings, natural sites) and links 
(former mining cavaliers or rail-
roads, a forest roads), this “vine” 
could complete, on a local/inter-
mediate scale, the framework of 
the major territorial infrastructures 
(hydrographic, rail, road systems) 
and would be designed to improve 
the structuring, use and image of 
a network of urban centralities, 
residential districts, public spaces, 
facilities, etc., at the benefit of its 
inhabitants. 

The organic image of the min-
ing vine, which guides the evolu-
tion of the structuring of the terri-
tory of the mining basin at different 
scales, allows us to rethink mining 
towns and new districts as clus-
ters, nature areas, slag heaps and 
old mining wastelands requalified 
as leaves, mining cavaliers or rail-
roads, forest driveway and canals 
as branches, etc. 

With its natural and cultural land-
scapes, the (post)mining terri-
tory offers the potential to develop 
complex ecosystems, bringing 
together the human and the non-
human. Europan projects will be 
an opportunity to regenerate and 
better manage territorial resources 
(soil, forest, water, built and cul-
tural heritage, etc.), as well as to 
reconnect places, encourage so-
ciability, and foster the health and 
well-being of inhabitants.

The leisure center of Raismes

Les corons of the Cité Schneider 

View from the Cité Schneider slag heap

Site de projet 4_Wallers

Site de projet 1_Escautpont

Site de projet 2_Escaudain-Lourches 

Site de projet 3_Raismes  


